ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Mobile computing is widely used in many applications such as mobile banking, traffic status, weather forecasting, etc., [10, 5] . In order to provide these services, required information is retrieved from database server via a wireless channel and is passed on to the mobile hosts.
Concurrency Control is one of the important components of transaction management. Several valuable attempts were made to efficiently implement the concurrency control strategies in mobile environment.
The concurrency control strategies presented in literature are based on three mechanisms viz., locking, timestamps and optimistic concurrency control. Due to various constraints in the mobile environment and nature of different online applications, these schemes may not work effectively. Several valuable attempts have been made to efficiently implement the commit protocols in traditional and mobile environments.
The choice of a protocol depends on type of the mobile application and the choice of the data service provider. In this paper the design and implementation of both protocols are presented.
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 summarizes the survey of commit protocols proposed in the literature, section 3 describes the environment and the elements of mobile databases, section 4 specifies the conceptual architecture, section 5 describes the design & implementation of optimistic protocols, section 6 presents mobility issues, section 7 specifies the results and section 8 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
As long as the mobile clients are not involved in the concurrent access of data items, the database consistency can be preserved. When multiple mobile hosts initiate the transactions requesting for the same data item, it can be locked by only one of the transaction. After the execution of the transaction, the data items are unlocked and the same are acquired by the waiting transaction. When one transaction is being executed, the other transaction that needs the same data items, locked by the former has to wait for invariant time. The delay in acquiring the data items may further increase due to disconnections of mobile hosts for longer time. To solve these problems, following concurrency control techniques are proposed.
The basic idea is that a transaction has to be executed within certain time period (Execution time). This information is maintained by fixed host. To achieve concurrency control, two phase locking protocol was used in the traditional environment. However this protocol requires clients to communicate continuously with the server to obtain locks and detect the conflicts. Hence it is not suitable for mobile environments. In [3] , A Timeout based Mobile Transaction Commitment Protocol uses timeouts to provide non-blocking protocol with restrained communication. It faces the problem of the time lag between local and global commit. In [4] the proposed Mobile 2PC protocol preserves the 2PC principle and minimizes the impact of unreliable wireless communication. This protocol assumes that all communicating partners are stationary hosts, equipped with sufficient computing resources and power supply with permanently available bandwidth.
In the pessimistic approaches, the items may be blocked for certain period of time. To avoid the blocking of data items and allowing multiple users to access the shared data items requires strong conflict resolution strategies. For this reason, an optimistic concurrency control technique is frequently used in wireless environments [13, 14, 15 ].
An optimistic concurrency control technique detects and resolves data conflicts in the phase of transaction validation. In a mobile environment the transaction validation is done on the server, it may lead to delayed response causing overhead at the server. An Optimistic Concurrency Control with Dynamic Time stamp Adjustment Protocol requires client side write operations. However because of the delay in execution of a transaction, it may never be executed [16] . In [17] , the conventional optimistic concurrency control algorithm is enhanced with an early termination mechanism on conflicting transactions. However because of early termination a transaction need to be initiated again and again. Optimistic concurrency control protocols (OCC) [19, 20, 22] are non-blocking and deadlockfree, which make them efficient to use in mobile computing and have been adopted in the Disconnected Operation [21] and Kangaroo Transaction model. However, without locks to data items, transactions might access conflicting data items under an optimistic concurrency control protocol (OCC). Two concurrent transactions conflict if one of them performs a write on similar data items. Therefore, approaches to terminate conflicting transactions are proposed [17, 18] . In these approaches if the conflict rate increases, more and more transactions get aborted.
Pessimistic commit protocols suitable for mobile environments are presented from [5] to [8] . Further a Real Time optimistic Commit protocols with a conflict resolution strategy is presented in [9] . The Design & Implementation of Pessimistic Commit protocols is described in [10] . The design and implementation of the optimistic commit protocol is presented in this chapter.
MOBILE DATABASE MODEL

Mobile Database Architecture
The mobile computing environment generally consists of three entities Fixed Host (FH), Mobile Hosts (MH) and Base Stations (BS) respectively. Terminals, desktop, servers are the fixed host, which are interconnected by means of a fixed network. Large databases can run on servers that guarantee efficient processing and reliable storage of database. Fixed hosts perform the transaction and data management functions with the help of data base servers (DBS). Mobile units are the portable computers which can retain the network connections through the support of the Base Stations (BS).
The request for execution of a transaction is initiated at a mobile host may but it may be executed at fixed host or mobile host. A Base station connects to a mobile unit and is equipped with a wireless interface. It is also known as a Mobile Support Station. Mobile Hosts (MH) may not always be connected to the fixed network. They may be disconnected for different reasons. Mobile host may differ with respect to the computing power and storage space; however MH can run a DBMS module.
The commit protocols assume that the transaction request is sent to the Base Station which acts as the coordinator. The Mobile host and the Database systems act as the participants. The decision regarding the final commit, scheduling of transaction etc is done by the base station to which the mobile host was registered when it initiated the transaction request.
The component of the mobile transaction management system that are designed, implemented and tested includes the Pessimistic & Optimistic commit protocols.
Pessimistic Commit Protocols
The pessimistic approach says "No one can cause concurrency violation with my data if I don't let them at the data which I have it" [1] . In pessimistic commit protocols a row is locked for execution of the transaction. Once the transaction completes it is unlocked and can be acquired by the waiting transaction which needs the shared resource. The pessimistic commit protocols uses locking of data items yet enhances throughput. Four variations of this pessimistic approach are presented. The Algorithmic approach uses static time out mechanisms to reduce the starvation of waiting process [8] . The Single Lock Manager Approach [5] uses the dynamic timer adjustment strategy to increase the overall commit rate. However to reduce the rollback operations the Concurrency control with reduced rollbacks [6] uses pre-emptive approach of scheduling the transactions and the strategy for concurrency control [7] uses predictive approach for scheduling the transaction execution. These approaches may be selected based on the business logic of the mobile application. The design and implementation of pessimistic commit protocols was presented in [10] .
Optimistic Commit Protocols
In optimistic concurrency control strategy, the data items are not locked and can be used by more than one mobile host at the same time. The transaction executes in two phases: In the first phase the transaction is committed locally on mobile host using the on-demand approach [9] . In the second phase the results are updated onto the fixed host. In on demand multicasting , the data fragment needed by mobile host for executing the transactions is only requested from the mobile host and whenever the data conflict occurs, the invalidation reports along with request for re-execution of transactions is only sent to the mobile host using the shared data item.
In optimistic replication, shared data is replicated on mobile hosts and users are allowed to continue their work while disconnected. Updates performed by fixed host and later propagated to servers. In the earlier approaches whenever a concurrency violation occurs i.e data items are updated at fixed host the conflicting transaction using the similar data items was aborted. In this approach the conflicting transaction is not aborted but it is restated with new state of the data items.
ARCHITECTURE OF OPTIMISTIC CONCURRENCY CONTROL STRATEGY
The generic architecture of optimistic concurrency control strategy is represented in figure 2 . This architecture is suitable for both online and offline transactions. However the emphasis is on offline transactions in this paper, where the transactions are executed at mobile host and later on the results are reconciled with the fixed host. At Fixed Host, the Global Transaction Manager is responsible for managing the transactions submitted my mobile host after the offline processing. The Global Log Manager is responsible for making the final decision regarding the completion of a transaction and it is also responsible to maintaining durability after a failure. The Global Mobility Manager is responsible to manage sub-transactions to decide the final result of the transaction when the mobile host was on move during its execution.
The optimistic concurrency control supports offline transactions. Hence the mobile host initiates the request for the transaction. The Base station acts as a Global Transaction Manager.
The base station acts as the coordinator and the Mobile hosts and the Database System as participants. In figure 2 the architectural elements specified at fixed host i.e. Global Transaction Manager, Global Log Manager & Global Mobility Manager are logical components of the coordinator i.e. the base station.
DESIGN & IMPLEMENTATION OF OPTIMISTIC COMMIT PROTOCOLS
In the optimistic approaches, the data item requested for offline transactions are not locked, rather the transaction proceeds tolerating the conflicts. Later at the time of reconciliation of results the conflict is detected and respective resolution strategy is adopted. The implementation of optimistic protocols is divided into two phases. In the tentative phase, the data items are read by mobile host and the transaction is executed locally. In the commit phase, the final commit decision is made by resolving conflicts.
In offline transactions, whenever a mobile host initiates the transaction (1: fillform()), the request is sent to the base station (2: submit()). The base station checks whether the requested transaction can be executed (3: isTransValid()), by comparing the Transaction_id with the one which is requested by the mobile host. Then the information regarding the new transaction request is entered in Current_Transaction relation (4: addInfo()). The data items are then read by the mobile host (5: readDataItem()). Figure 5 describes the behavior of executing a transaction.
When the transactions are committed locally (1:localCommit()), the local transaction manager sends the result (2: Propagate()) to the coordinator. The Global Transaction Manager at the Base station makes a decision regarding committing the transaction (3: isCommit()) based on the forward or backward validation strategy. The result is then updated to the database (4: updateData()). If more than one mobile host were sharing the same data items, then there exists a conflict. Conflict is resolved by multicasting the updated values to those mobile host which are the vicitims of data conflict. The new value of the data is sent to the mobile host by instructions to restart the execution of the transaction (5: reExecute()) at the respective mobile host.
MOBILITY MANAGEMENT IN OPTIMISTIC STRATEGY FOR CONCURRENCY CONTROL
Whenever a mobile host moves from one cell to another during the execution of a transaction, it registers with the mobile host in foreign cell. Figure 5 describes the behavior of execute transaction for optimistic protocols when the mobile host moves from one cell to another When a mobile host completes the transaction in foreign cell (1: localCommit()), it sends the result to the base station to which it is registered to (2: propagate()) . The base station checks whether the mobile host started its execution in the same cell (3: isMhInHloc()) i.e in home location. Otherwise the result is propagated to the base station where the transaction started the execution (4: Propagate ()).
The base station makes a final commit decision (5: isCommit()). Once the coordinator decides to commit the transactions the results are updated in the database (6: updateData()). In case of any conflicts with other mobile host, the new values of data items are propogated to the mobile host using the conflicting data items (7: reExecute()). 
RESULTS
In this section we compare the results of the proposed Real Time Optimistic Concurrency Control strategy with the optimistic strategies proposed in the literature. In OCC/DTA (Optimistic Concurrency Control-Dynamic Timer Adjustment) [23] , client side validation procedure is used that enhances the transaction throughput by adjusting the serialization order. In validation phase the mobile clients perform partial validation for committing a transaction. If the partial validation is successful global validation is performed. A transaction is expected to complete its execution within the specified time stamp. If the Lower bound crosses the higher bound value the transaction is aborted. As the mobile hosts have varying processing capabilities, restricting a transaction to be executed within certain timestamp may increase the abort rate. When a transaction is aborted, it may have to request for execution later, this unnecessary increase the uplink bandwidth too. As proposed in the real time optimistic strategy the when a conflict is detected the transaction may not initiate the transaction request again, instead the updated value of conflicting data items if any will be multicasted to those mobile hosts using the shared data item with a request to reexecute the transaction. Though there may be possibility of increase in re-execution request, but this reduces the abort rate, decreases the uplink bandwidth and also avoids sending irrelevant information to the mobile host by using multicasting. FBOCC [15] adopts optimistic concurrency control technique suitable for broadcast environments. In this technique the transaction is aborted immediately upon detection of conflict without adjustment of any serialization order. When the transactions are aborted immediately after detecting the conflicts, the abort rate is much higher and uplink bandwidth will almost be equivalent to the downlink bandwidth. The proposed optimistic concurrency control strategy is compared with FBOCC. To simulate the results the Mobile transactions were generated at each client to measure the number of aborted transactions due to data conflict. As the number of mobile clients gets increased, the frequency of data conflicts gets increased. The maximum numbers of clients used to generate different transactions were 20. At any instant of time 50% of transactions used the same shared data items. In FBOCC the transaction is aborted once a conflict is detected, whereas in proposed protocol, the transaction is re-executed with new values of data items. However it might be aborted after 3 attempts (say) of re-execution requests. The number of re-execution requests varies from one transaction to another and/or one application to another. The number of possible attempts for reexecution of a transaction is maintained at the fixed host.
The results in table 7.3 are based on the speed of execution of a transaction & the execution request was sent to the coordinator dynamically. A mobile host might request for execution quiet later but can be committed earlier. In the first case 2 clients have requested for same shared data item. In the second case 4 clients have requested for same shared data items. There is a possibility the transaction which was aborted might have also requested for execution of transaction immediately. It is also obvious that as the abort rate increases the uplink bandwidth also increases.
CONCLUSION
The Optimistic Concurrency Control Strategy doesn't use any locking which doesn't block the shared resources. Further concurrency can be guaranteed by first executing transactions locally and later on propagating the results. In this scheme whenever a fixed host detects a concurrency violation, it propagates the updated shared data item to the mobile host using the same data item without aborting it. The mobile host which successfully completes the transaction locally will be committed irrespective of its arrival time. In this scheme there could be a possibility that the transaction which arrived quiet early might not get executed because the other mobile hosts are executing faster. The future work may introduce a priority field to give chance to the transaction which requested first or a hybrid approach for concurrency control that enters into pessimistic approach by partially locking data items to complete its execution is needed.
